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In 1990, Mark Chernick had a vision to innovate the toy business. He teamed up with two high school 
classmates, Webb Nelson (retired) and Jay Keron, together the three of them began designing and developing 
their own renditions of basic toy concepts. Their creativity added new and improved variations of classic toys 
adding a much needed “little something extra” to a stale toy marketplace. These new adaptations were an 
instant hit and with the early success, Play Visions was able to expand quickly moving from a North Seattle 
warehouse to building their own facility in Woodinville, WA where they continue to operate today. 

Fast forward 30 plus years, Play Visions remains a successful innovator in the toy industry. With Mark and Jay 
thinking it would be nice to semi-retire and travel the world, they’ve decided to pass the torch! On September 
1st, 2021, Kiley Rose, Willie Tafil, and John Lansangan purchased the company from Mark and Jay and are 
the proud new owners of Play Visions. Kiley and Willie started in the warehouse as teens and were promoted 
through the company quickly. Kiley excelled and “rose” to the position of COO where he oversaw the daily 
operations for over four years and ensured Play Visions stayed on target. Willie is the Director of International 
and Premium Sales, as well as being an integral part of the product development side of the business. 
Newcomer to Play Visions but long-time toy industry Sales Manager, John Lansangan (Director of Specialty 
Sales), started with PV in the fall of 2019. Moving forward, they’ll remain focused in their areas of expertise 
while operating the day-to-day business. 

With the new ownership our (play) vision hasn’t changed, we’re still here to create and introduce new, 
exceptional, and exciting products to you and the marketplace. Our motto is hustle, focus, kindness, and 
service! This is what we’ll continue to strive for and want all of our customers to experience with Play Visions. 
Let us help you inspire your customers with our ingenious and innovative products for many years to come!

We sincerely appreciate your support and loyalty over the past 30 years! 

Many thanks, 
Your Play Visions Family
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ODDBALLZ1

Our Oddballz™ are not your average stress balls.  
Not only are they fun to look at, they are tactile 
toys, great for calming the mind and increasing 
hand strength with repetitive movements. 

We now offer three different sizes and over 
25 styles to choose from, all in new open box 
packaging. Items are pictured in their boxes, 
but you may receive the old packaging (net 
bag with header card in a counter display) in 
some cases as we transition each ball to the 
new design over the coming months. Please be 
patient with us, as the wait will be worth it!



TM

ODDBALLZ 2



REGULAR

ODDBALLZ3

SLUSH BALL
Soft, smooth and slushy!  Filled 
with tiny microbeads, this stress 
ball has a feeling unlike any other.   
Assorted colors.

#2102
$3.50 each / $42.00 Pack (12 pc.)  
48 pcs / Carton
Printed Window Box. 

DNA BALL
Filled with soft mini spheres, our DNA 
Ball is purely delightful to squeeze.  
Irresistible for sure! Assorted colors.

#2493
$3.50 each / $42.00 Pack (12 pc.)  
48 pcs / Carton
Printed Window Box.

0 10984 02102 1

0 10984 02493 0

For 2022, we’ve added four new 
designs to our ever popular 3 inch 
sized balls. Now with so many  
styles to choose from, we  
bet you can’t pick just one.



ODDBALLZ 4

SMOOTH GEL BALL
A brand new addition to the 
category, this ball has a soft 
velvety skin with super smooth gel 
inside. The feeling is phenomenal!  
Assorted colors.

#2305
$3.50 each / $42.00 Pack (12 pc.)  
48 pcs / Carton
Printed Window Box.

BLACK PEARL BALL
Clear outer skins filled with soft shades 
of a thinner, more fluid gel and black 
water beads. Feel the movement of the 
pearls as you squish and squeeze this 
stunning stress ball. 

#2405
$3.50 each / $42.00 Pack (12 pc.)  
48 pcs / Carton
Printed Window Box.

PEARL WATER BALL
The beautiful pearlized water inside 
our soft skin is absolutely hypnotizing. 
Give it a squeeze and watch the water 
swirl about. It’s a Zen experience!   
Assorted colors.

#2403
$3.50 each / $42.00 Pack (12 pc.)  
48 pcs / Carton
Printed Window Box.

NEW!

NEW!

NEW!



ODDBALLZ5

0 10984 02105 2

0 10984 02109 0

GLITTER BEAD BALL
We took our traditional bead ball 
and added glitter for some added 
sparkle you can’t resist.   
Assorted colors.

#2109
$3.50 each / $42.00 Pack (12 pc.)  
48 pcs / Carton
Printed Window Box.

CRYSTAL BEAD BALL
Filled with little seed beads resembling 
mini crystals, this ball is a colorful, 
crunchy experience you will not want  
to miss. Assorted colors.

#2105
$3.50 each / $42.00 Pack (12 pc.)  
48 pcs / Carton
Printed Window Box.

BINGSU BALL
The smaller version of our popular Giant 
Bingsu Ball that fits in the palm of your 
hand. The ball is filled with a mixture of 
squishy gel and iridescent beads that 
reflect the light in all directions. Bingsu 
beads also create a crunchy texture unlike 
any other. Assorted colors.

#2497
$3.50 each / $42.00 Pack (12 pc.)  
48 pcs / Carton
Printed Window Box.

NEW!



ODDBALLZ 6

SMILEY FACE BALL
One look at this stress ball and 
you’ll be grinning for sure.   Cute, 
squishy smiley faces provide the 
ultimate in stress relief.

#2400SF
$3.50 each / $42.00 Pack (12 pc.) 
48 pcs / Carton
Printed Window Box.

ICKY YICKY EYEBALL
Gross to look at, but feels oh-so amazing 
as the bloody eyeballs squish through 
your fingers. A real eye-opener!

#2400E
$3.50 each / $42.00 Pack (12 pc.)  
48 pcs / Carton
Printed Window Box.

BUMPY GEL BALL
Brightly colored smooth gel inside 
our lumpy, bumpy skin. Unique to 
the touch and sure to please with its 
sensational squish. Assorted colors.           

#2306
$3.50 each / $42.00 Pack (12 pc.)  
48 pcs / Carton
Printed Window Box.

0 10984 02306 3

0 10984 02400 8

0 10984 22400 2



ODDBALLZ7

LIGHT UP FROG EGG BALL
Swampy smooth and filled with mini 
frog eggs, this one provides hours of 
soothing fun. Lights up too!

#2430
$4.00 each / $48.00 Pack (12 pc.)  
48 pcs / Carton
Printed Window Box.

LIGHT UP MOLECULE BALL
Filled with small transparent 
spheres and a color changing light 
module, you get a great squishy feel 
as the light transmits through the 
mini balls inside.

#2490
$4.00 each / $48.00 Pack (12 pc.)  
48 pcs / Carton
Printed Window Box.

LIGHT UP DNA BALL
It’s our DNA Ball with lights! Small, 
clear colored squish balls allow for a 
soothing color changing display.

#2495 
$4.00 each / $48.00 Pack (12 pc.)  
48 pcs / Carton
Printed Window Box.

0 10984 02490 9

0 10984 02430 5

0 10984 02495 4



ODDBALLZ 8

SQUISHY MORPH BALL
The sand material inside this soft 
flexible skin lets you morph the ball 
into different shapes Make it flat, 
make it long, twist it, or just make it a 
ball!  Endless fun!  Assorted colors.

#2441
$3.50 each / $42.00 Pack (12 pc.)  
48 pcs / Carton
Printed Window Box.

COLOR MORPH GEL BALL
Super smooth stress balls. They appear 
to be one color, but when you squash 
them, they morph into another color. 
The gel on the inside provides a visual 
surprise with every squeeze.  
Assorted colors.

#2301
$3.50 each / $42.00 Pack (12 pc.)  
48 pcs / Carton
Printed Window Box.

0 10984 02441 1

0 10984 02301 8

CHANGES  
COLOR WITH  

ONE SQUEEZE!

KEEPS ITS  
SHAPE FOR HOURS!



ODDBALLZ9

MONDO LIGHT-UP  
WIZARD BALL
This ball is full of wonder and wizardry. Filled with very small squeezable 
white balls, its appearance changes completely once you activate the light 
module inside. With its transforming colors, it reminds us of a magic crystal 
ball. The look and feel is sublime!

#2483
$8.00 each / $48.00 Pack (6 pc.)  
24 pcs / Carton
Printed Window Box.

MONDO METAMORPH BALL
Brightly colored skins filled with a thinner, more fluid gel and black 
water beads. Watch this ball morph from one color to another with every 
squeeze! The water beads provide a pleasing sensation as they slip and 
slide through your hands. Assorted colors.   

#2485
$7.50 each / $45.00 Pack (6 pc.)  
24 pcs / Carton
Printed Window Box.

MONDO
New for 2022, we’re introducing our 
medium sized Oddballz™ in a 4 inch 
size. New price points, new squish, 
new fun!

NEW!

NEW!



ODDBALLZ 10

MONDO FRAZZLE BALL
We gave this item a new look and feel for 2022. Feeling frazzled? 
Reach for this unique looking ball filled with soft soothing gel.  
Assorted colors.

#2201
$7.50 each / $45.00 Pack (6 pc.)  
24 pcs / Carton
Printed Box.

MONDO MARBLE BALL
Looks like a solid marble at first glance until you squeeze it and feel how 
irresistibly soft it is!  Super colorful giant soft marble. Now who would have 
ever thought of that?

#2484
$7.50 each / $45.00 Pack (6 pc.)  
24 pcs / Carton
Printed Window Box.

NEW!

NEW!



ODDBALLZ11

GIANT STRESS BALL
Our original Giant Stress Ball! Just squeeze and knead 
this ball to reach true tranquility. 

#2244
$10.00 each / $60.00 Pack (6 pc.)  
6 pcs / Carton
Printed Window Box.

GIANT MEATBALL
Chef Mario is serving up a fantastic feast with our giant sized meatless ball 
(Not for consumption). It even comes with a generous handful of stretchy 
spaghetti noodles to add to the fun! How can you resist?

#2265
$10.00 each / $60.00 Pack (6 pc.)  
6 pcs / Carton
Printed Box.

GIANT
We continue with the success of our 
Giant 5” Stress Balls. Started over five 
years ago with our Original #2244, 
we’re proud to offer another 
new style for 2022 –  
the Giant 
Meatball!

NEW!

0 10984 02244 8



ODDBALLZ 12

GIANT BINGSU BALL
Soft and supple gel mixed with our popular Bingsu beads gives this ball a 
beautiful appearance and crunchy texture. Comes in soft colors for that extra 
soothing experience. Assorted colors.

#2259 
$10.00 each / $60.00 Pack (6 pc.)  
6 pcs / Carton 
Printed Window Box.

GIANT GUMBALL
So soft, so smooth and scented like Bubblegum! 
Squeeze it, stretch it and soothe your stress away!

#2257
$10.00 each / $60.00 Pack (6 pc.)  
6 pcs / Carton
Printed Box.

0 10984 02257 8



ODDBALLZ13

GIANT BRAIN BALL
For all the thinkers out there, this realistic looking brain will soothe your most 
stressful moments. Filled with fluffy foam, you won’t want to let it go!

#2252
$10.00 each / $60.00 Pack (6 pc.)  
6 pcs / Carton
Printed Window Box.

GIANT MOLECULE MADNESS
Check out this super lightweight stress ball filled with colorful ping pong balls.  
Squish and squeeze for a unique feel and a surprising sound experience.

#2264
$10.00 each / $60.00 Pack (6 pc.)  
6 pcs / Carton
Printed Window Box.

0 10984 02264 6

0 10984 02256 1

0 10984 02252 3



ODDBALLZ 14

GIANT DICE
This soft and squishy giant die is perfect for squeezing or rolling your 
lucky number.

#2256
$10.00 each / $60.00 Pack (6 pc.)  
6 pcs / Carton
Printed Window Box.

GIANT CHEESE
Check out this giant chunk of cheese filled with our super 
soft foam. Super squeezable and soothing to the senses!

#2254
$10.00 each / $60.00 Pack (6 pc.)  
6 pcs / Carton
Printed Window Box.

0 10984 02254 7

0 10984 02264 6

0 10984 02256 1



HyperFlex includes some of our 
most popular items of all time.  
There’s really nothing to fix, but 
we thought you might enjoy  
our new packaging for this great 
line! The styles on this page 
provide a sneak peek of the 
new look, while the remaining 
items will transition as ready. 
Such a great collection of  
super soft, stretchy,  
creative and therapeutic 
items. Try them all!

NEW  
  LOOK!

NEW  
  LOOK!

HYPER-FLEX15

INFLATABLE TONGUE
Check out this soft and stretchy realistic looking tongue.  
Just place the pacifier end into your mouth to inflate.  
Breathe in, and it immediately shrinks back to its original 
size and shape. Silly fun for anyone!

#580
$2.00 each / $24.00 Pack (12 pc.) 
192 pcs / Carton 
Footed Blister Card.

0 10984 00580 9

STRETCHY MICE AND CHEESE
How can anyone resist these cute, smiling creatures? Comes 
with two stretchy mice and a block of stretchy cheese. Mice can 
be positioned anywhere you like for endless entertainment.

#563
$3.00 each / $36.00 Pack (12 pc.) 
144 pcs / Carton 
Printed Box.

U|xaBAJIEy00563mzV



HYPER-FLEX 16

MONDO NEON INSIDE-OUT BALL

Midsize offering of our famous Inside-Out Balls. Assorted colors – 
65 mm size.

#792
$3.00 each / $36.00 Display (12 pc.) 
144 pcs / Carton
Net Bag with Header in Display Box.

U|xaBAJIEy00792qzZ

NEON INSIDE-OUT BALL
Check out this little one.  It’s our smallest, and cutest Inside-Out ball, 
made from the same soft and stretchy material. Can fit in your pocket 
for sure!  Assorted colors – 48 mm size.

#692
$2.00 each / $48.00 Display (24 pc.) 
144 pcs / Carton 
Net Bag with Header in Display Box.

U|xaBAJIEy00692tz]

SUPER MONDO INSIDE-OUT BALL
The ever popular Inside-Out ball in our largest size. It’s a stretchy, 
smooth ball on one side and a soft, spiky ball when flipped 
inside-out.  Flip it over and over again for a totally therapeutic 
experience.  Super colorful too, with its tips painted a contrasting 
color.  Assorted colors – 98 mm size.

#900 
$6.50 each / $39.00 Display (6 pc.) 48 pcs / Carton   
Net Bag with Header in Display Box.

U|xaBAJIEy00900pzY



HYPER-FLEX17

ZIGGY PASTA
Just like our Spaghetti, but in a zig-zag design. Make 
your fingers happy!  Assorted colors.

#584 
$4.50 each / $54.00 Display (12 pc.)  
144 pcs / Carton 
Wrap Header in Display Box.

U|xaBAJIEy00584rzu

SPAGHETTI
Feels just like cooked spaghetti, but smooth to the touch.  It’s 
stringy, stretchy, wiggly and jiggly! Toss it and catch it for a delightful 
display of colorful noodles. Assorted colors.

#586
$3.50 each / $42.00 Display (12 pc.)  
144 pcs / Carton 
Wrap Header in Display Box.

U|xaBAJIEy00586lz[

SPIKY GLOVE
Bring on the wild side! These ultra 
soft and stretchy gloves provide touch 
and pressure for those with sensory 
needs. Assorted colors.

#594
$4.00 each / $48.00 Pack (12 pc.)  
72 pcs / Carton
Blister Card.

U|xaBAJIEy00594qzZ

STRETCHY STRING
The softest, stretchiest string on 
Earth! Each piece can stretch out 
to ten feet. With two foot-long 
strands, you get double the 
distance. Assorted colors.

#891
$3.50 each / $42.00 Pack (12 pc.) 
144 pcs / Carton 
Blister Card.

U|xaBAJIEy00891qzZ



18BLOBZ

BLOBZ
Throw against any flat surface (windows work best), and upon impact 
Blobz spread out flat, looking like you spilled something. Then, within 
seconds, they begin to reform to their original shape and walk down the 
wall or window. Assorted colors.

#2320
$2.00 each / $48.00 Pack (24 pc.) 96 pcs / Carton 
Clamshell Blister.

MONSTER BLOBZ
Just like the original Blobz with crazy funky 
Monster faces. Watch them splat flat on any 
solid surface and then reform into their original 
shapes. Assorted colors and styles.

#9348
$2.00 each / $48.00 Pack (24 pc.) 144 pcs / Carton 
Blister Card.

BRAIN BLOBZ
Make your brain go Splat!  
Works best on windows.

#2340
$2.00 each / $48.00 Pack (24 pc.) 
96 pcs / Carton
Clamshell Blister.

0 10984 02340 7

0 10984 02320 9

Enjoy these squishy, sticky, water-
filled designs.  Feeling frustrated?  
Throw against any flat surface 
(windows work best) and watch your 
Blobz smack flat!  So satisfying. Wait 
a few seconds and it will begin to 
return to its original shape as it walks 
down the surface.  Three fun styles to 
choose from – or try them all!

0 10984 09348 6



STRESS BALL
Stressed out? Just place this 2.5 inch 
hollow ball in water and in 10 minutes 
you will have a 4 inch ball that is soft and 
squishy and will melt all your worries away!

#5555
$3.00 each / $36.00 Pack (12 pc.)  
48 pcs / Carton 
Blister Card.

Filled with a material that expands  
in water, Aqua Squisheez will  
inflate five times their original  
size in 10 –15 minutes after  
emersing in water. Once inflated  
they become super soft and squishy!

UNICORN
Magical soothing fun gallops your way with 
this soft and flexible Unicorn. Just immerse in 
water and in 15 minutes it will grow many times 
its original size.

#5551
$3.00 each / $36.00 Pack (12 pc.) 48 pcs / Carton
Blister Card.

SHARK
Chomping teeth might scare you, but not with 
the soft smoothness of this item. Just immerse in 
water and in 15 minutes it will grow many times 
its original size.

#5552
$3.00 each / $36.00 Pack (12 pc.) 48 pcs / Carton
Blister Card.

AQUA SQUISHEEZ19

0 10984 05555 2

0 10984 05552 10 10984 05551 4



WATER WIGGLIES 20

MONDO SHARK
#5038 
$4.00 each / $48.00 Display (12 pc.)  
24 pcs / Carton 
Display Box.

MONDO JELLYFISH
#5080 
$4.00 each / $48.00 Display (12 pc.)  
24 pcs / Carton 
Display Box.

 

MONDO PEARL 
#5017 
$4.00 each / $48.00 Display (12 pc.)  
24 pcs / Carton 
Three Assorted Colors. 
Display Box.

 

0 10984 05080 9 0 10984 05038 0

NEW!

The classic water filled tubes that are 
impossible to hold onto. Water wigglies 
have been a Play Visons’ staple for 
over 30 years! A fun, sensory toy that 
squirms and slips out of your grasp as 
you squeeze them.



A brand of fun novelty toys that  
are designed to inform, educate,  
and inspire children to learn 
about the animals of the  
Earth and the natural 
world around them.

NEW!

NEW!

CLUB EARTH21

CLUB EARTH BALL

You’ve got the whole wide world in your hands with 
this super bouncy, pearly water-filled Earth ball. How 
high can you bounce it?

#CEBA
$3.50 each / $42.00 Pack (12 pc.)  
72 pcs / Carton 
Printed Window Box.

SATURN V  
3D PUZZLE

Blast off to the moon with 
Buzz Aldrin on the rocket 
that propelled the Apollo 
spacecraft in 1969. This 3D 
puzzle will fuel imaginative 
play and encourage 
strategic skills, knowledge 
and sequencing abilities.

#3DSV
$3.50 each / $42.00 Pack (12 pc.)  
96 pcs / Carton 
Printed Box.



NEW!

NEW!

CLUB EARTH 22

SPACE SHUTTLE 
3D PUZZLE

Reach new heights in spatial 
awareness and critical thinking 
with this 3D puzzle. Imagine 
orbiting the Earth like the first 
woman in space, Sally Ride. 
She was onboard the shuttle 
Challenger in 1983.

#3DSS 
$3.50 each / $42.00 Pack (12 pc.)  
96 pcs / Carton 
Printed Box.

CURIOSITY ROVER 
3D PUZZLE

This robotic rover can be your next puzzle creation!  Let your curiosity take 
over on your own exploration.

#3DCR  
$3.50 each / $42.00 Pack (12 pc.) 96 pcs / Carton 
Printed Box.



CLUB EARTH23

SPACE SPECS

Try on a pair of futuristic Space Specs, and see the world from a robot’s 
point of view! Comfortable frames hold kaleidoscopic lenses that you can 
rotate, mutating the scene with every turn.

#SPSP 
$4.00 each / $48.00 Pack (12 pc.)  
144 pcs / Carton 
Clamshell Blister.

U|xaBAJIEy00130qzZ

FLY EYES

Explore your world through Fly Eyes! Each faceted lens on these unique 
glasses rotates to produce a fantastic kaleidoscopic effect. 

#FEYE
$4.00 each / $48.00 Pack (12 pc.)  
144 pcs / Carton 
Clamshell Blister.

U|xaBAJIEy00057qzZ

PALEO PUZZLERS

Open the eggs and construct a dino skeleton that is 
9-10” size. Four assorted pre-historic animals, T-Rex, 
Stegosaurus, Brachiosaurus and Triceratops. 

#PAPU
$3.25 each / $26.00 Display (8 pc.) 
80 pcs / Carton 
Display Box.

U|xaBAJIEy00199nzW



CLUB EARTH 24

MIGHTY BITES DINOSAUR

With this soft, pliable, stretchy mask, kids can turn 
themselves into a T-Rex for a ferocious good time. 
Two assorted colors.

#MBDI 
$1.50 each / $18.00 Pack (12 pc.)  
144 pcs / Carton 
Hang Tag.

  

MIGHTY BITES SHARK

With this soft, pliable, stretchy mask, kids can turn 
themselves into a great white shark for a predatory 
good time.

#MBSH 
$1.50 each / $18.00 Pack (12 pc.)  
144 pcs / Carton
Hang Tag.

MIGHTY BITES GATOR

With this soft, pliable, stretchy mask, kids can turn 
themselves into an alligator for a ravenous good time.

#MBGA 
$1.50 each / $18.00 Pack (12 pc.)  
144 pcs / Carton
Hang Tag.

0 10984 00217 40 10984 00007 1

0 10984 00218 1

REPTAILS

Check out this 22” spiky tail that kids can 
strap onto their waist for some great pretend 
play. Made of soft PVC with poly stuffing so 
its safe and scary at the same time!

#RETA
$5.00 each / $30.00 Pack (6 pc.) 
12 pcs / Carton 
Hang Tag.

0 10984 00006 4

Great for 
pretend  
play!

GREAT WHITE  BIG BITES

Don’t let the teeth fool you.   
This shark puppet is simply soft  
and stretchy!

#BBGW
$3.25 each / $39.00 Pack (12 pc.)  
96 pcs / Carton | Hang Tag.

0 10984 00307 2

DINOSAUR BIG BITES

This dino puppet has a full set of choppers 
ready for action. Soft and safe material.

#BBDI
$3.25 each / $39.00 Pack (12 pc.) 
96 pcs / Carton | Hang Tag.

0 10984 00306 5

UNICORN BIG BITES

Soft and stretchy Unicorn hand 
puppets. Three assorted colors.

#BBUN
$3.25 each / $39.00 Pack (12 pc.) 
48 pcs / Carton | Hang Tag.

PUPPY BITES

Have fun with your own playful 
puppy dog. Woof!

#BBPU
$3.25 each / $39.00 Pack (12 pc.) 
96 pcs / Carton | Hang Tag.

0 10984 00163 4 0 10984 00308 9



CLUB EARTH25

SQUISHY MORPH FISH

Filled with sand that allows the figures to stretch and remain in their 
elongated shape…one can then reform them to the original size and 
shape.  7” size – two assorted styles.

#SMFI 
$3.00 each / $36 Pack (12 pc.) 48 pcs / Carton 
Blister Card.

0 10984 00070 50 10984 00015 6

SEA SLIPPER

Everybody’s favorite. You STILL can’t pick them up OR put them down! 

#SLSL 
$3.00 each / $54.00 Pack (18 pc.)  
72 pcs / Carton
Blister Card with "Try Me" Window.

0 10984 00014 9

URCHIN  TUMBLERS

Toss these sticky mini Sea Urchins on a window and watch them race for 
the seashore!  Pick your favorite colors, choose teams and see whose 
Urchin wins!

#URTU 
$1.75 each / $42 Pack (24 pc.) 144 pcs / Carton 
Blister Card.



BANANA SLUGFEST

Sticky, slimy, creepy, crawly 4" Banana Slugs 
crawling up a tree in a neighborhood near you! 
Made of soft elastic stretchy material, these are 
so real looking they even made us shiver! 

#SLUG
$2.00 each / $48.00 Pack (24 pc.)  
72 pcs / Carton 
Blister Card.

0 10984 00049 1

TOUCHABUBBLES

Touchabubbles harden when they contact the 
air. Float them, catch them, stack them. An 
all-time best-seller! 

#TBTT
$1.75 each / $42.00 Pack (24 pc.)  
144 pcs / Carton 
Blister Card.

U|xaBAJIEy00018rzu

GLITTER TOUCHABUBBLES 

These unique bubbles have the same function as 
the original Touchabubbles, except we added glitter 
to the formula!  Assorted colors.

#TBTG
$1.75 each / $42.00 Pack (24 pc.)  
144 pcs / Carton 
Blister Card.

U|xaBAJIEy00031qzZ

CLUB EARTH 26

PENGUIN PARADE

Adorable! Six figurines, ranging from 4.5” to 2” 
in height, stacked neatly inside of each other like 
Russian Nesting Dolls. They’re hollow for storing all 
your secret stuff too!

#PAPE 
$8.00 each / $96.00 Pack (12 pc.)  
48 pcs / Carton 
Blister Card.

U|xaBAJIEy00278pzY



SUDDENLY GIANT  
UNICORN EGGS

Just add water to these colorful Unicorn Eggs and 
in a short time, they will start to expand and grow.  
Take them out of water and they return to their 
original size. Can be used over and over again.

#SSGUE 
$3.00 each / $72.00 Pack (24 pc.) 
192 pcs / Carton 
Blister Card.

SUDDENLY GIANT  
DRAGON EGGS

Just add water to these colorful Dragon Eggs and 
in a short time, they will start to expand and grow. 
Take them out of water and they return to their 
original size. Can be used over and over again.

#SSGDE
$3.00 each / $72.00 Pack (24 pc.) 
192 pcs / Carton 
Blister Card.

0 10984 00012 5 0 10984 00011 8

When immersed in water these 
unique polymers will grow 4-6 times 
their original size over a period of 
hours.  The longer you leave them 
in water, the bigger they get.  When 
you take them out of water they will 

shrink to their original size and can 
then be re-used over and 

over.

CLUB EARTH27

0 10984 00046 0 0 10984 00090 3

SUDDENLY SNOW!

Just pour out a small amount of Suddenly Snow crystals, add water, and watch 
the snow grow and grow and GROW, creating mountains of cool, puffy play stuff. 
Pop some in the freezer and make snowballs or use it in arts and crafts projects.

#SSTT
$2.75 each / $66.00 Pack (24 pc.)  
192 pcs / Carton 
Blister Card.

SUDDENLY GIANT FISH EGGS

Put these colorful tiny eggs in water, and in a short time, they will grow into 
monster-sized jelly-like marbles. Dry them out, and they return to their original 
size; you can re-use them over and over again. 

#SSGFE
$3.00 each / $72.00 Pack (24 pc.)  
192 pcs / Carton 
Blister Card.



STRETCH! BUTTERFLIES

4 butterflies per pack. 
STRETCH! LIZARDS

4 lizards per pack. 

All time favorites! These mini 
figurines are super cute and 
stretchy.  All made in vivid colors 
and intricate designs.  2-3” size  
with educational facts printed on  
the packaging.

CLUB EARTH 28

STRETCH! FROGS

5 frogs per pack.

#STFR
$1.30 each / $31.20 Pack (24 pc.)  
432 pcs / Carton
Polybag with Header Card.

0 10984 00085 9

STRETCH! DINOSAURS

4 dinosaurs per pack.

#STDI
$1.30 each / $31.20 Pack (24 pc.)  
432 pcs / Carton
Polybag with Header Card.

0 10984 00078 1

#STBU  
$1.30 each / $31.20 Pack (24 pc.) 432 pcs / Carton | Polybag with Header Card.

0 10984 00052 1

#STLI 
$1.30 each / $31.20 Pack (24 pc.) 432 pcs / Carton | Polybag with Header Card.

0 10984 00072 9

STRETCH! SNAKES

5 snakes per pack.

#STSN 
$1.30 each / $31.20 Pack (24 pc.)  
432 pcs / Carton
Polybag with Header Card.

0 10984 00074 3



Mega Stretch means Mega Fun!  
Incredible design details and 
realistic colors bring these creatures 
to life. Many styles to choose from, 
all to keep those little hands busy.

CLUB EARTH29

MEGA STRETCH! 
OCTOPUS

Super stretchy tentacles with 
suction cups and everything! 
Assorted colors.

#STMOC
$3.00 each / $72.00 Pack 
(24 pc.) 
72 pcs / Carton
Blister Card.

0 10984 00021 70 10984 00005 7

MEGA STRETCH! 
WORM

Super realistic giant 
earthworm with  
ultra stretch!  

#STMWO
$3.00 each / $72.00 Pack 
(24 pc.) 
144pcs / Carton
Blister Card.



CLUB EARTH 30

MEGA STRETCH!  
RAINFOREST PAIRS 
Frogs, Lizards and Snakes packed two on a blister card.  Rainforest Mega 
Stretch Pairs are a double dose of stretchy fun! Assorted colors and styles.

#STMPR
$5.00 each / $60.00 Pack (12 pc.) 
72 pcs / Carton 
Blister Card.

0 10984 00071 2

MEGA STRETCH! SHARK

Swim with the Sharks!  Super stretchy bodies and tails will entertain for a long 
time. Assorted styles.

#STMSH
$3.00 each / $72.00 Pack (24 pc.) 
72 pcs / Carton 
Blister Card.

0 10984 00103 0
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MEGA STRETCH! SNAKE

Slither into stretchy splendor with these super colorful, highly realistic decorated 
snakes. Try to stretch them out to your arm’s length and beyond. Assorted colors.

#STMSN
$3.00 each / $72.00 Pack (24 pc.) 288 pcs / Carton | Blister Card.

MEGA STRETCH! LIZARD

Our Lizards are ready to wriggle around with you! Colorful characters come in  
assorted styles.

#STMLI
$3.00 each / $72.00 Pack (24 pc.) 288 pcs / Carton | Blister Card.

0 10984 00125 2 0 10984 00073 6

MEGA STRETCH! CROCODILE

Have some fun with our friendly, flexible croc! Give the tail a tug for some 
super stretch action.

#STMCR
$3.00 each / $72.00 Pack (24 pc.) 72 pcs / Carton | Blister Card.

0 10984 00337 9

MEGA STRETCH! FROG

Hop into a world of fun with these realistically decorated Rainforest Dart 
Frogs. Give the legs a pull and watch them stretch forever! Assorted colors.

#STMFR
$3.00 each / $72.00 Pack (24 pc.) 288 pcs / Carton  | Blister Card.

0 10984 00063 7



PUFFER FISH SQUIRT

Pick up this puffer for some long-distance 
squirting action.

#SQPO 
$3.50 each / $84.00 Pack (24 pc.)  
144 pcs / Carton | Hang Tag.

STINGRAY SQUIRT

Such a graceful swimmer, this amazing 
creature is ready for some super  
squirting fun.

#SQSR
$5.00 each / $90.00 Pack (18 pc.)  
72 pcs / Carton | Hang Tag. 

0 10984 00100 9

0 10984 00098 9

Fill these realistic sea creatures with 
water and squeeze for a squirtastic 
time. Fun in the pool and tub.

CLUB EARTH 32

SHARK SQUIRT

A real soaker, this shark is all squirt and  
no bite.

#SQSH
$3.50 each / $84.00 Pack (24 pc.)  
144 pcs / Carton | Hang Tag. 

0 10984 00113 9



These creatures stretch, jiggle  
and wiggle all day long! Feel the 
gooey in your hands and enjoy!

CLUB EARTH33

LIGHT UP OOEY GOOEY 
STARFISH

Filled with soft squishy gel, these Starfish are 
ready for a squeeze. Squish the right spot and 
they light up and change colors – so pretty! 
Assorted colors.

#FIGSL 
$3.50 each / $42.00 Pack (12 pc.) 
48 pcs / Carton   
Net Bag with Header Card.

0 10984 00172 6

OOEY GOOEY JELLYFISH

Colorful gel-filled Jellyfish are sure to 
delight. Super stretchy tentacles add to the 
fun! Assorted colors.

#FIGJ
$3.00 each / $36.00 Pack (12 pc.)  
48 pcs / Carton
Net Bag with Header Card.

0 10984 00026 2
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OOEY GOOEY OCTOPUS

Filled with soft squishy gel, these 
Octopi are super fun.  Eight arms to 
pull, lengthen and stretch in every 
direction. Assorted colors.

#FIGO
$3.00 each / $36.00 Pack (12 pc.) 
48 pcs / Carton 
Net Bag with Header Card.

0 10984 00025 5

OOEY GOOEY FROG

Colorful gel-filled tropical tree frogs.  
Squish ‘em, squeeze ‘em, and stretch 
those legs for some froggy fun. 
Assorted colors.

#FIGF
$3.00 each / $36.00 Pack (12 pc.)  
48 pcs / Carton
Net Bag with Header Card.

0 10984 00024 8



Ready, Set, Action!  Slide Shows 
use a mini flashlight (4.5”) to 
project images onto your ceiling 
or wall up to 3 feet wide.  Each 
theme comes with 3 disks giving 
you 24 images to create  
your show. 

CLUB EARTH35

WILDLIFE SLIDE SHOW

Mini projector with 3 discs for a total of 24 Wildlife images to view! Or use 
without the discs as a great little flashlight! Batteries included.

#SSWL
$3.00 each / $36.00 Pack (12 pc.) 72 pcs / Carton 
Blister Card.

0 10984 00131 3

GALACTIC SLIDE SHOW

Mini projector with 3 discs for a total of 24 space themed images to view! Or 
use without the discs as a great little flashlight! Batteries included.

#SSGA
$3.00 each / $36.00 Pack (12 pc.) 72 pcs / Carton 
 Blister Card.

0 10984 00184 9

SEALIFE SLIDE SHOW

Mini projector with 3 discs for a total of 24 Sealife images to view! Or use 
without the discs as a great little flashlight! Batteries included.

#SSSL
$3.00 each / $36.00 Pack (12 pc.) 72 pcs / Carton 
Blister Card.

0 10984 00132 0



CLUB EARTH 36

PANDA SLIDE SHOW

Mini projector with 3 discs for a total of 24 Panda images to view! Or use 
without the discs for a great little flashlight!  Batteries included.

#SSPA
$3.00 each / $36.00 Pack (12 pc.) 72 pcs / Carton 
Blister Card.

UNICORN SLIDE SHOW

Mini projector with 3 discs for a total of 24 Unicorn images to view! Or use 
without the discs as a great little flashlight! Batteries included.

#SSUN
$3.00 each / $36.00 Pack (12 pc.) 72 pcs / Carton 
Blister Card.

0 10984 00023 10 10984 00185 6

DINOSAUR SLIDE SHOW

Mini projector with 3 discs for a total of 24 Dinosaur images to view! Or use 
without the discs as a great little flashlight! Batteries included.

#SSDI
$3.00 each / $36.00 Pack (12 pc.) 72 pcs / Carton 
Blister Card.

0 10984 00186 3



The compound that comes to life 
when you play with it! Compress it 
into any shape; a ball, mountain, 
square, any shape at all, and it 
slowly separates and starts to flow 
like magic. Almost looks like it’s 
alive! You have to see it to believe it!

GLITTER MOTION MAGIC
This Foam Alive™ will dazzle anyone with its 
sparkle. Shape it, mold it and watch it flow.  
Three assorted colors.

#5928 
3.00 each / $36.00 Pack (12 pc.) 
12 pcs / Carton  
Blister Card.

DINO SET
Foam Alive™ in a new moldable set. Return to the cretaceous period, 
where volcanoes erupted and dinosaurs roamed the Earth. Create your 
own dino-tastic scenes with this set that includes two dinosaur skeleton 
molds, two volcano molds and two rock shaped molds. Assorted colors.

#5958 
$12.50 each / $75.00 Pack (6 pc.)  6 pcs / Carton  
Printed Window Box.

NEW!

FOAM ALIVE37



SPECKLZ PARTY PACK
Foam Alive™ mixed with bits of 
EVA foam. The visual effects of the 
contrasting colors will catch your eye in 
an instant! 200 grams in a resealable 
storage bag. Three assorted  
color combinations.

#5953  
$10.00 each / $60.00 Pack (6 pc.) 
12 pcs / Carton 
Resealable Foil Bag.

SPECKLZ HOURGLASS
Foam Alive™ mixed with bits of EVA foam. The visual effects of the 
contrasting colors will catch your eye in an instant! 80 grams in our 
original hourglass container. Three assorted color combinations.

#5952 
$5.00 each / $30.00 Display (6 pc.) 6 pcs / Carton 
Printed Hourglass.

FOAM ALIVE 38



NEON HOURGLASS
Two assorted combinations of hot neon  
colors. Mix the colors and watch the magic  
flow. 100 grams of material in a reusable  
hourglass container.

#5933 
$5.00 each / $30.00 Pack (6 pc.) 6 pcs / Carton 
Printed Hourglass.

0 10984 05933 8

FOIL BAG
Convenient, resealable little bags of Foam Alive™ 
packed with fun bright colors. 30 grams per bag, 
6 assorted colors.

#5909 
$1.75 each / $42.00 Display (24 pc.) 96 pcs / Carton 
Resealable Foil Bag.

0 10984 05909 3
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SCENTED DOUBLE BLISTER
Double your fun with our aromatic two-packs.  
Bright colors, six scents. Each card contains 100 
grams of material. Assorted colors/scents.

#5932 
$5.00 each / $30.00 Display (6 pc.) 
6 pcs / Carton 
Blister Card.

FOAM ALIVE39



FOAM ALIVE™ PLAY TRAY
Play Tray and Foam Alive™ Demo Bags (400 grams) offered at no 
charge when ordered with 12 pcs. of any Foam Alive™ items. Must 
be listed separately on order to receive.

#23019FA 
$2.00 each / $24.00 Pack (12 pc.)

FOAM ALIVE™ ACTIVITY CENTER
The best solution for merchandising Foam Alive™ 
within your store.  This display measures 17” Deep X 
27.5” Wide X 35.5” Tall, so kids are able to get their 
“HANDS ON” experience. Comes with bulk Foam Alive 
designed to fill the top of this display for a perfect in 
store demonstration. $45 or Free with $300 of Foam 
Alive™ products. 

#57000 
$45.00 each (1 pc.) Free with $300 of Foam Alive™ products

FOAM ALIVE™ DEMO BAG 200G
#59000D 

0 10984 57000 0

0 10984 59000 8

0 10984 23020 1
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Drizzl™ is an amazing compound!  
Super light and fluffy like cotton.  
Stretch it out and its texture  
is oh-so feathery. Compress 
it, and it will mold into  
different shapes. It will  
even float in water!  
Amazing, right?

BUG SET
You won’t get cooties from molding these cute little 
insects. Set includes 50g of Drizzl™, two bug bodies 
and 16 pcs. bug accessories. Everything you need 
to create your bug’s individual style!

#5820 
$10.00 each / $60.00 Pack (6 pcs.)
6 pcs / Carton
Printed Bucket.

NEW!

DRIZZL41



50g FOIL BAG
Amazing compound that has it all! It’s soft and fluffy, can 
be molded into different shapes, flows with a feathery feel, 
and even floats in water! So soothing! Bag contains 50 
grams. Three assorted colors.

#5822 
$3.00 each / $72.00 Pack (24 pc.) 
96 pcs / Carton 
Resealable Foil Bag.

DRIZZL 42



FLOOF™ BUCKET
Contains 240 grams of Floof™ in a convenient storage bucket.

#4605 
$10.00 each / $60.00 Pack (6 pc.)  
6 pcs / Carton 
Printed Bucket.

 0 10984 04605 5

FLOOF43

FLOOF™ STRETCH BUCKET 
The next generation of a customer favorite.  This Floof™ is super stretchy, 
incredibly soft and moldable. Contains 150 grams of Floof™ Stretch in a 
convenient storage bucket. Assorted colors.

#4618
$10.00 each / $60.00 Pack (6 pc.)  
6 pcs / Carton 
Printed Bucket.

An amazing compound that feels 
lighter than air! Super moldable, 
super soft! You’ll get amazing 
details when you shape it with our 
tools, or make your own creations 
using just your hands. One thing’s 
for sure — once you feel it, you 
won’t want to put it down! 



POLAR BABIES
Comes complete with 120 grams of Floof™, paw print roller and three 
3-D animal molds: Penguin, Polar Bear and Wolf. All packed inside a 
convenient storage bucket. 

#4602
$8.00 each / $48.00 Pack (6 pc.)  
6 pcs / Carton
Printed Bucket.

 0 10984 04602 40 10984 04600 0

ZOO BABIES
Comes complete with 120 grams of Floof™, cat track 
roller and three 3-D animal molds: Elephant, Lion and 
Monkey. All packed inside a convenient storage bucket.

#4617
$8.00 each / $48.00 Pack (6 pc.) 6 pcs / Carton
Printed Bucket.

 0 10984 04617 8

MR. & MRS. SNOWMAN
Comes complete with 120 grams of Floof™, three different sized ball molds and 
all the accessories to decorate your snow people with style! All packed inside a 
convenient storage bucket.

#4600 
$8.00 each / $48.00 Pack (6 pc.)  
6 pcs / Carton
Printed Bucket.

 

FLOOF 44



Silky soft and moldable, it looks 
and feels like real dirt, but without 
the mess!  Kids can play with the 
cleanest dirt on planet Earth and 
their moms will love it.

PLAY DIRT45

BAG O' DIRT 
Set includes 1.5 pounds of Play Dirt and 3 garden tools.

#3006 
$5.00 each / $30.00 Pack (6 pc.)  
12 pcs / Carton
Resealable Plastic Bag.

0 10984 03006 1

PLAY DIRT BUCKET
3 pounds of Play Dirt in a convenient 
bucket ideal for storage when play 
time is over.

#3008
$12.50 each / $75.00 Pack (6 pc.)  
6 pcs / Carton
Printed Bucket.

0 10984 03008 5



46PLAY DIRT

CONSTRUCTION ZONE
Set includes 12 ounces of Play Dirt, 2 road 
signs and 1 piece each road cone and  
barrel molds. 

#3011
$4.00 each / $48.00 Pack (12 pc.)  
24 pcs / Carton
Plastic Jar with color label.

0 10984 03011 5

SPECIAL FORCES
Set includes 1.5 pounds of Play Dirt, 
16 soldiers and two rock molds in a 
convenient storage bucket. 

#3010
$7.50 each / $45.00 Pack (6 pc.)  
6 pcs / Carton
Printed Bucket.

0 10984 03010 8



PLAY TRAY
Play tray and compounds offered at no charge when ordered with 12 pcs of 
any Floof™, Drizzl™ or Play Dirt items. Must be listed separately on order to 
receive. Please also specify which compound to include with the play tray 
per the items listed above.

#23019 
$2.00 each / $24.00 Pack (12 pc.) Bulk.

0 10984 23019 5

0 10984 22000 4

#22000D
Floof™ 120 g bag.

0 10984 24002 6

#24002D
Play Dirt 2 lb bag.

47 PLAY TRAY

#5822D
Drizzl™ 150 g bag.



0 10984 47000 3

COMPATIBLE  
WITH:

SENSORY ACTIVITY CENTER
Whether you’re stocking Foam Alive™, Drizzl™, Floof™ or Play Dirt, this compact floor display works for 
all. The display measures 17” Deep x 27.5” Wide x 35.5” Tall, so kids are able to get their hands on 
experience with their favorite materials.

Comes with the compound of your choice to demo in the top of the display, so please be sure to 
indicate which brand you want us to include with your order.

#59000D – Foam Alive™ 
#5822D – Drizzl™ 
#22000D – Floof™ 
#24002D – Play Dirt

#47000 
$45.00 or Free with any $300.00 order.

48SENSORY CENTER



TAFFIL™ BUCKET
100 grams in storage bucket. Three  
assorted colors.

#52999 
$4.00 each / $24.00 Pack (6 pc.)  
24 pcs / Carton
Plastic Bucket with Label.

Taffil is a super elastic bouncing 
compound that is incredibly stretchy 
and soft to the touch.   Easy to roll into 
a rope and other shapes.  Roll it into 
a ball and it will bounce right off any 
surface.  Non-sticky and simple  
to clean up.

Fluff Butter is so light and airy, you 
will love how it feels in your hands.  
Stretch it, twist it, make it into a ball.  
You won’t want to put it down.

BUCKET
Each bucket comes packed with 350 
grams of material. Assorted colors.

#357 
$7.50 each / $45.00 Pack (6 pc.)  
24 pcs / Carton 
Printed Bucket.

0 10984 00357 7

TAFFIL/SQUISH ALIVE49

0 10984 52999 2



50SLIME BY DESIGN

CLEAR
Clear, colored slime allowing you to see all the little 
accessories inside. Jelly cubes look like little ice 
cubes with small sparkling snowflakes for a chillin’ 
good time. Other colors come with pearls and star 
and moon shaped mylar, or mulit-colored pompoms 
and unicorn mylar. All scented like bubblegum 
too! Assorted colors and styles packed inside a 
resealable container to keep your slime fresh.

#20013
$4.00 each / $48.00 Display (12 pc.)  48 pcs / Carton 
Individual Tubs in Display Box. 

We like to call it designer slime due 
to the different accoutrements we’ve 
added and container options we  
offer. So colorful and pleasing to  
the eyes and hands!

0 10984 20013 6

BINGSU SLIME POPS
Colorful slime mixed with Bingsu beads packed in 
a unique push-up container.  Push the plunger and 
watch the slime ooze over the top. Play with your 
crunchy slime on the tabletop or put it pack in your 
pop for another round of ooze. Assorted colors.

#20016
$3.00 each / $72.00 Display (24 pc.) 
24 pcs / Carton 
Printed Display.

 0 10984 20016 7
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MEGA MARBLES51

Marble Nets: each themed item includes fun facts, game rules, 
one shooter sized marble (25mm) and 24 player sized marbles 
(16mm). 52 great styles to choose from.

There isn’t a better marble product  
in the market, with vibrant colors, 
great packaging and a great 
consumer following.  These lead 
free beautiful glass marbles are 
educational, collectible, and useful 
for more than just games. 
 

SLOTH GAME
#77841
$1.75 each / $7.00 Pack (4 pc.) 
36 pcs / Carton
Net Bag with Header Card.

ELEPHANT GAME
#77842
$1.75 each / $7.00 Pack (4 pc.) 
36 pcs / Carton
Net Bag with Header Card.

PANDA GAME
#77782
$1.75 each / $7.00 Pack (4 pc.) 
36 pcs / Carton
Net Bag with Header Card.

CAT’S EYE GAME
#77658
$1.75 each / $7.00 Pack (4 pc.) 
36 pcs / Carton 
Net Bag with Header Card.

LLAMA GAME
#77839
$1.75 each / $7.00 Pack (4 pc.) 
36 pcs / Carton
Net Bag with Header Card.

HEDGEHOG GAME
#77840
$1.75 each / $7.00 Pack (4 pc.) 
36 pcs / Carton
Net Bag with Header Card.

WOLF GAME
#77818
$1.75 each / $7.00 Pack (4 pc.) 
36 pcs / Carton
Net Bag with Header Card.

   

POLAR BEAR GAME
#77734
$1.75 each / $7.00 Pack (4 pc.) 
36 pcs / Carton
Net Bag with Header Card.
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PEACOCK GAME
#77757
$1.75 each / $7.00 Pack (4 pc.) 
36 pcs / Carton
Net Bag with Header Card.

OWL GAME
#77685
$1.75 each / $7.00 Pack (4 pc.) 
36 pcs / Carton
Net Bag with Header Card.

BUTTERFLY GAME
#77768
$1.75 each / $7.00 Pack (4 pc.) 
36 pcs / Carton
Net Bag with Header Card.

BLUE JAY GAME
#77575
$1.75 each / $7.00 Pack (4 pc.) 
36 pcs / Carton
Net Bag with Header Card.

BUMBLEBEE GAME
#77689
$1.75 each / $7.00 Pack (4 pc.) 
36 pcs / Carton
Net Bag with Header Card.

DRAGONFLY GAME
#77719 
$1.75 each / $7.00 Pack (4 pc.) 
36 pcs / Carton 
Net Bag with Header Card.

ROOSTER GAME
#77721
$1.75 each / $7.00 Pack (4 pc.) 
36 pcs / Carton 
Net Bag with Header Card.

WHITE TIGER GAME
#77774
$1.75 each / $7.00 Pack (4 pc.) 
36 pcs / Carton
Net Bag with Header Card.

BENGAL TIGER GAME
#77351
$1.75 each / $7.00 Pack (4 pc.) 
36 pcs / Carton
Net Bag with Header Card.

LADYBUG GAME
#77780
$1.75 each / $7.00 Pack (4 pc.) 
36 pcs / Carton 
Net Bag with Header Card.

MONARCH GAME
#77779
$1.75 each / $7.00 Pack (4 pc.) 
36 pcs / Carton
Net Bag with Header Card.

SERPENT GAME
#77672
$1.75 each / $7.00 Pack (4 pc.) 
36 pcs / Carton
Net Bag with Header Card.
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SEA TURTLE GAME
#77744
$1.75 each / $7.00 Pack (4 pc.) 
36 pcs / Carton
Net Bag with Header Card.

OCTOPUS GAME
#77701
$1.75 each / $7.00 Pack (4 pc.) 
36 pcs / Carton
Net Bag with Header Card.

TIGER SHARK GAME
#77350
$1.75 each / $7.00 Pack (4 pc.) 
36 pcs / Carton
Net Bag with Header Card.

BLUE DOLPHIN GAME
#77587
$1.75 each / $7.00 Pack (4 pc.) 
36 pcs / Carton
Net Bag with Header Card.

BELUGA GAME
#77785
$1.75 each / $7.00 Pack (4 pc.) 
36 pcs / Carton
Net Bag with Header Card.

ELECTRIC EEL GAME
#77758
$1.75 each / $7.00 Pack (4 pc.) 
36 pcs / Carton
Net Bag with Header Card.

STINGRAY GAME
#77832
$1.75 each / $7.00 Pack (4 pc.) 
36 pcs / Carton
Net Bag with Header Card.

JELLYFISH GAME
#77787
$1.75 each / $7.00 Pack (4 pc.) 
36 pcs / Carton
Net Bag with Header Card.

STARFISH GAME
#77365
$1.75 each / $7.00 Pack (4 pc.) 
36 pcs / Carton
Net Bag with Header Card.

CLOWNFISH GAME
#77733
$1.75 each / $7.00 Pack (4 pc.) 
36 pcs / Carton
Net Bag with Header Card.

SEAHORSE GAME
#77362
$1.75 each / $7.00 Pack (4 pc.) 
36 pcs / Carton
Net Bag with Header Card.

BLUE TANG GAME 
#77755
$1.75 each / $7.00 Pack (4 pc.) 
36 pcs / Carton
Net Bag with Header Card.
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MILKY WAY GAME
#77660
$1.75 each / $7.00 Pack (4 pc.) 
36 pcs / Carton
Net Bag with Header Card.

SUPERNOVA GAME
#77867
$1.75 each / $7.00 Pack (4 pc.) 
36 pcs / Carton
Net Bag with Header Card.

EARTH GAME
#77356
$1.75 each / $7.00 Pack (4 pc.) 
36 pcs / Carton
Net Bag with Header Card.

SUN GAME
#77747
$1.75 each / $7.00 Pack (4 pc.) 
36 pcs / Carton
Net Bag with Header Card.

METEOR GAME
#77591
$1.75 each / $7.00 Pack (4 pc.) 
36 pcs / Carton
Net Bag with Header Card.

JUPITER GAME
#77588
$1.75 each / $7.00 Pack (4 pc.) 
36 pcs / Carton
Net Bag with Header Card.

MOON GLOW MARBLES

Same as our other Marble Nets, but 
this one has a special shooter that 
glows in the dark!

#77866
$1.75 each / $7.00 Pack (4 pc.) 
36 pcs / Carton
Net Bag with Header Card.

STARDUST GAME
#77679
$1.75 each / $7.00 Pack (4 pc.) 
36 pcs / Carton 
Net Bag with Header Card.

DRAGON GAME
#77702
$1.75 each / $7.00 Pack (4 pc.) 
36 pcs / Carton
Net Bag with Header Card.

ENCHANTED FOREST GAME
#77382
$1.75 each / $7.00 Pack (4 pc.) 
36 pcs / Carton
Net Bag with Header Card.

MERMAID GAME 
#77830
$1.75 each / $7.00 Pack (4 pc.) 
36 pcs / Carton
Net Bag with Header Card.

WIZARD GAME
#77352
$1.75 each / $7.00 Pack (4 pc.) 
36 pcs / Carton
Net Bag with Header Card.

NEW!
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ICE QUEEN GAME
#77380
$1.75 each / $7.00 Pack (4 pc.) 
36 pcs / Carton
Net Bag with Header Card.

PAK-A-GAME

Comes with assorted style 
marbles and includes one 
shooter sized marble (25mm) 
and 24 player sized marbles 
(16mm).

#77792
$1.75 each / $7.00 Pack (4 pc.) 
36 pcs / Carton
Net Bag with Header Card.

TARANTULA GAME 
#77784
$1.75 each / $7.00 Pack (4 pc.) 
36 pcs / Carton
Net Bag with Header Card.

RAINBOW GAME 
#77869
$1.75 each / $7.00 Pack (4 pc.) 
36 pcs / Carton
Net Bag with Header Card.

ARCTIC GAME
#77868
$1.75 each / $7.00 Pack (4 pc.) 
36 pcs / Carton
Net Bag with Header Card.

JUNGLE GAME 
#77717
$1.75 each / $7.00 Pack (4 pc.) 
36 pcs / Carton
Net Bag with Header Card.

SUNRISE GAME
#77381
$1.75 each / $7.00 Pack (4 pc.) 
36 pcs / Carton 
Net Bag with Header Card.

UNICORN GAME
#77833
$1.75 each / $7.00 Pack (4 pc.) 
36 pcs / Carton
Net Bag with Header Card.

NEW! NEW!

7 54316 77792 6
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60 PC. REPLACEMENT 
MARBLES

60 piece set to replace the game 
marbles in your house. Great for 
marble runs too! Player sized 
marbles (14mm).

#77805
$2.00 each / $8.00 Pack (4 pc.) 
36 pcs / Carton
Net Bag with Header Card.

PAK-A-SHOOTERS

Comes with 6 shooter sized marbles 
(25mm).

#77793
$1.50 each / $6.00 Pack (4 pc.) 
36 pcs / Carton
Net Bag with Header Card.

POUND OF ROUNDS

Comes with one pound of  
randomly assorted sized marbles.

#77725
$2.75 each / $11.00 Pack (4 pc.) 
24 pcs / Carton
Net Bag with Header Card.

CLASSIC ASSORTMENT

Comes with Classic Style marbles and 
includes one shooter sized marble 
(25mm) and 24 player sized marbles 
(16mm).

#77348
$2.00 each / $8.00 Pack (4 pc.) 
36 pcs / Carton
Net Bag with Header Card.

30 PC. REPLACE-
MENT MARBLES

30 piece set to replace the 
game marbles in your house. 
Great for marble runs too! 
Player sized marbles (14mm).

#77577
$1.50 each / $6.00 Pack (4 pc.) 
36 pcs / Carton
Net Bag with Header Card.

7 54316 77805 3

7 54316 77793 3

7 54316 77725 4

7 54316 77348 5

7 54316 77577 9
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SOLAR SYSTEM MARBLE SET

Includes 10 assorted marbles: one mammoth sized (42mm), one boulder sized 
(35mm), three shooter sized (25mm), three player sized (16mm), one small round 
sized (14mm), and one peewee sized (12 mm) marbles. Also includes 10 display rings 
to showcase the planet marbles on a desk or table.

#93658
$8.00 each / $24.00 Pack (3 pc.) 
18 pcs / Carton
Blister Card.

SOLAR SYSTEM GAME

Includes 10 assorted marbles: one boulder 
sized (35mm), nine shooter sized (25mm), 
and 10 display rings to showcase the  
planet marbles on a desk or table.

#93759
$3.50 each / $14.00 Pack (4 pc.) 
36 pcs / Carton
Net Bag with Header Card.

OCEANS OF  
THE WORLD MARBLE SET

Includes 10 assorted marbles, different sizes and colors to represent many oceans 
of the world.  Also includes 10 display rings and oceans template to showcase these 
beautiful marbles. 

#77865
$8.00 each / $24.00 Pack (3 pc.) 
18 pcs / Carton 
Blister Card.

7 54316 93658 3

7 54316 93759 7
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Two great options to merchandise all your 
Mega Marble Game Nets, with both 
including a colorful Header Card. Choose 
from our smaller Counter Display, or go for 
the full sized 48-peg Spinner Rack. More 
details below!

• Include Mega Marbles eye-catching 
header card

• 50+ Net bag options
• Average turn = 3 times annually
• High Profit Margin:  60-70%

MEGA MARBLE DISPLAY OPTIONS:

8-PEG COUNTER DISPLAY

Small 12” Footprint. Display holds 32 Net Bags. Free with 
the purchase of 128 Net Bags.

#99502
$20.00 each (1 pc.)

48-PEG SPINNER RACK

Small 24” Footprint. Display holds 192 Net Bags. Free with 
the purchase of 384 Net Bags.

#77601
$75.00 each (1 pc.)

0 10984 99502 5 0 10984 77601 3

OPTION 1 OPTION 2



The market for STEM toys is 
still in high demand and our 
Xtrem Bots fit the bill. These 
robotic products promote the 
fundamentals of programming, 
problem solving and the basics 
of coding for kids of  
all ages.

ROBBIE BOT
Robbie Bot provides hours of interactive fun with 50 
programmable mode actions that make him walk, 
dance and glide. He speaks and lets his emotions 
show with 20 electronic emotional expressions. 
Programmed with a remote and controlled by either 
remote or hand gestures.Charges with USB.

#380831
$25.00 each / $150.00 Pack (6 pc.)  
6 pcs / Carton 
Printed Window Box.

8 436536 808315

XTREM BOTS59



MAZZY BOT
Mazzy is a robot designed for young learners to start computer 
programming in an easy, fun and creative way. With just a screwdriver 
and a step-by-step assembly guide, kids can enjoy the amazing 
experience of building a robot. Mazzy consists of modular parts, 
which allow for the construction of two different robot models: an 
android or a rover vehicle. Mazzy has over 240 actions, to include 
facial expressions and sounds, that can be programmed by the user 
through the control panel located on the robot or through the app 
which can easily be downloaded.

#380851
$40.00 each / $120.00 Pack (3 pc.)  
3 pcs / Carton  
Printed Window Box.

8 436536 808513

WOKI BOT
Kids over the age of 3 yrs old can get started in the world of programming with 
Woki – the robot that can read colors! Create a maze with 81 tiles, program your 
movements with the color chips and help Woki solve the challenge! When Woki 
recognizes the colors he performs different actions. Combine the tiles in different 
ways to create infinite mazes!

#380891
$30.00 each / $90.00 Pack (3 pc.) 3 pcs / Carton 
Printed Window Box.

XTREM BOTS 60

8 436536 808919
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SLAP BRACELET
Check out these magical 10” 
long bracelets that just slap onto 
any wrist. Change colors any 
time for a brand new look. 

#7811 
$1.00 each / $12.00 Pack (12 pc.) 
96 pcs / Carton  
Blister Card.

 The sequins on our Shimmer Flip 
items have different colors on both 
sides. When the user brushes the 
sequins with their fingers, it changes 
color in seconds. Each design is two 
in one!

PURSE
The perfect purse for young girls. 
Comes with an adjustable strap 
along with a wristlet strap for little 
fashionistas. Zipper closure to keep 
all your belongings secure. 7” x 5.25” 
size. Assorted colors. 

#7813
$2.50 each / $15.00 Pack (6 pc.) 
72 pcs / Carton 
Hang Tag.

0 10984 07811 7

0 10984 07813 1
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COSMETIC BAG
Our Shimmer Flip Cosmetic Bag is just right for storing 
all your make-up, toiletries, or anything you choose. 
Girls will love to bring it on their next sleepover for a 
glittery good time. 10.5” x 6.25” size. Assorted colors.

#7821 
$2.50 each / $15.00 Pack (6 pc.) 
72 pcs / Carton 
Hang Tag.

OCEAN KEYCHAINS
These Ocean themed keychains are the perfect addition to any 
backpack. Switch up the colors from one day to the next. Three 
assorted styles include Dolphin, Turtle and Mermaid Tail. 3 - 4” size.

#7818 
$0.50 each / $13.50 Pack (27 pc.) 
432 pcs / Carton 
Hang Tag.

0 10984 07821 6
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SKATEBOARD SLAP BRACELET

It’s two toys in one! Carry your mini skateboard 
anywhere. All it takes is a slap on your wrist and 
you’re good to go! Take it off and propel your 
skateboard across any smooth surface. Hurry 
before it gets away from you! Assorted colors.

#761
$2.50 each / $30.00 Display (12 pc.)  96 pcs / Carton 
Header Card in Display Box.

NEW!

NEW!

NEW!

Each item has its own inherent 
function that will entertain and 
fascinate you. Amuse yourself and 
your friends with these highly  
original unique creations!

NOVELTIES63

CLOUD 9  
CHARGING DOCK

Cloud 9 is a unique and playful piece of functional art designed to charge your 
Iphone and Ipods with lightning connector. Universal dock fits any Iphone with or 
without a case. Lightning cable is included, but charger is not.

#CLD-0L1
$5.00 each / $25.00 Pack (5 pc.)  
20 pcs / Carton 
Printed Box.

SNAP CABLEKEEP™

This product swallows up smaller earbuds and Apple® Earpods to protect them 
and keep them safe. This intuitive design keeps cables tangle free when stored 
for travel and then easily unwind them yo-yo style when you’re ready to jam to 
your tunes again. Available in Green, Black, and White.

#SNP-00
$3.00 each / $30.00 Pack (10 pc.)  
50 pcs / Carton 
Printed Box.



BRAIN BUSTER

Realistic looking brain made with a soft elastic 
skin. Throw it or just give it a squeeze for some 
brain busting fun! 5.5” size.

#104393
$3.00 each / $36.00 Pack (12 pc.)  
48 pcs / Carton
Net Bag with Header.

GURGLING GUTS

Just give it a squeeze and the blood-colored 
water swirls and gurgles inside the flexible skin.  
Two assorted styles: Brain and Eyeball.

#8991
$3.50 each / $42.00 Display (12 pc.)   
72 pcs / Carton 
Net Bag with Header in Display Box.

0 10984 10439 70 10984 08991 5

NOSE AEROBICS         

This hilarious game will keep you in stitches! 
The object is to move your head and make the 
basketball go into the hoop. Watching someone do 
this is too funny!

#450
$2.25 each / $54.00 Pack (24 pc.)  
96 pcs / Carton
Polybag with Header Card. 

0 10984 00450 5

SEALIFE  
SMASH-A-MALS

It’s so fun to “Smash” these colorful characters 
with your hand and watch them instantaneously 
inflate in front of your eyes! Assorted styles and 
colors. 2 pcs. per card.

#114
$2.50 each / $30.00 Pack (12 pc.) 96 pcs / Carton 
Blister Card.

0 10984 00114 6

NOVELTIES 64

NEUTRON STUNT TOP

With a mini gyroscope inside, powered up by batteries and a magnet, every time you place the top into 
the Stunt Top paddle, the magnetic booster powers up the gyroscope to a high level of RPMs. Drop the 
top on any surface, and when the top begins to slow down, you can scoop it up into the paddle and 
recharge it in seconds. Will spin on either end of the top. 

#906 
$7.50 each / $45.00 Pack (6 pc.)   
12 pcs / Carton 
Printed Box.

0 10984 00906 7



STIK-A-MALS

Nine assorted styles of colorful characters with suction cups that  
will stick on any smooth surface.

#3503
$0.85 each / $22.95 Bin (27 pc.) 
18 Bins / Carton 
Display Bin.

GIANT SUCTION SPHERE

Super-sized, super strong suction cups are all over this 5” ball.  Throw it against 
any smooth surface and watch it stick!  Easy to pull off and throw again.

#7700
$7.00 each / $42.00 Pack (6 pc.) 
6 pcs / Carton
Clear Dome with Printed Base.

0 10984 03503 50 10984 07700 4
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MERMAID MOOD LIGHT

This beautiful Mermaid adds a soft glow 
to any room. Changes through seven 
colors. Batteries not included.

#12280
$3.50 each / $21.00 Pack (6 pc.)  
12 pcs / Carton
Printed Box. 

5 0 6 0 4 9 3 2 3 4 0 5 9

UNICORN FINGER PUPPET

Make your fingers happy with these sweet and 
stretchy puppets. Assorted colors.

#55000
$0.75 each / $27.00 Display (36 pc.)  
576 pcs / Carton
Display Box.

0 10984 55000 2

CRAYOLA DOUGH 1 OZ. TUBS 
2-PACK

Get creative with everyone’s favorite Crayola 
dough. This set includes two resealable 1 oz. tubs. 
One each red and yellow tub per package.

#A1-2065
$1.00 each / $36.00 Pack (36 pc.) Printed Box. 
36 pcs / Carton
Hang Tag.

CRAYOLA SILLY GOO SLYME 6-PACK

Crayola helps your silliness come out with these slimetastic 
colors of red, green, blue, orange, purple and red. Includes 6 
containers – 1.48 oz. in each tub.

#A1-2113
$5.00 each / $60.00 Pack (12 pc.) Printed Polybag. 
12 pcs / Carton
Hang Tag.

NOVELTIES 66



BIGFOOT CALLER

Now you can bring Bigfoot next to 
your campfire when you are out in the 
woods! Just blow into the tube and 
produce eerie Bigfoot calls.

#00372
$3.00 each / $72.00 Pack (24 pc.)  
24 pcs / Carton
Blister Card.

8 55792 00372 8

SNAP CAPS

Throw these caps on the ground for a 
loud bang.

#120 
$0.50 each / $50.00 Display (100 pc.)  
300 pcs / Carton 
 Display Box.

0 10984 00120 7

PARACHUTE LAUNCHERS

What fun! Mini skydiving figurines sit 
inside individual hand launchers. When 
you make an upward throwing motion 
with your arm, he comes flying out 
towards the sky, before gently floating 
to the ground. Assorted colors.

#371
$4.00 each / $96.00 Display (24 pc.)  
144 pcs / Carton
Acetate Launcher in Display Box.

U|xaBAJIEy00371nzW
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FART SWATTER

What a blast! Every time you swat a fly, a fart 
sound comes out. Six assorted sounds, and a 
grand finale that cycles through all six sounds.

#969
$1.00 each / $12.00 Pack (12 pc.)  
24 pcs / Carton 
Hang Tag.

FART EXTINGUISHER 

Trick your friends with the touch of a button. 
Creates six different fart sounds, but is 
completely odorless!

#10553 
$1.00 each / $12.00 Pack (12 pc.)  
24 pcs / Carton 
Blister Card. 

0 10984 10553 0

0 10984 00969 2

0 10984 01212 8
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FARTZOOKA

Blast away with this super sensational FartZooka. Simply move the plunger in and 
out, and the most audacious farts explode out of the barrel … It’s a riot!

#1212
$5.00 each / $60.00 Pack (12 pc.)  
24 pcs / Carton 
Clamshell Blister.



BYE-BYE FLY 

Say goodbye to those pesky flies with this 
extendable fly swatter. Extends from 10” to 
28” and comes in two assorted colors.

#5220
$0.25 each / $6.00 Pack (24 pc.)  
96 pcs / Carton
Hang Tag in Polybag.

0 10984 05220 9

AROMA ESSENCE

Comes complete with one pound of 
sand, massage roller, stone inscribed 
with the Japanese symbol for Peace, 
5 ml of lemon grass essential oil and a 
convenient bamboo tray. 

#2561 
$7.50 each / $45.00 Pack (6 pc.)  
6 pcs / Carton 
Gift Box.

0 10984 02561 6

GREAT DEALS69

Take advantage of 
these low prices while 
supplies last!



VIRTUAL REALITY VIEWER

Download apps from the app store on your mobile device that will take you on a 
Virtual 3-D Reality ride. Whether it be riding a roller coaster, roaming the Jurassic 
era with dinosaurs or flying through space, you can do whatever your imagination 
desires. Fits comfortably on your head, and will accept all standard mobile devices 
that are 3.25” up to 6” in size. 

#500
$1.75 each / $10.50 Pack (6 pc.) 
24 pcs / Carton 
Printed Box.

U|xaBAJIEy00500rzu

WHACKIT - RACKET

The loudest skill toy on planet Earth! 
Get your rhythm going by quickly 
moving the racket side to side or up 
and down, positioning the racket 
so the balls strike the center in an 
alternating sequence. Once you 
master it, you’ll have a booming 
rhythm section wherever you are!

#1012
$2.50 each / $15.00 Pack (6 pc.)  
6 pcs / Carton
Clamshell Blister Card.

0 10984 01012 4

FLASHTASTIX

You can put these ultra sticky lights on 
anything: toys, scooters, skateboards, 
frisbees, roller blades, cell phones, 
whatever you can imagine! Just shake 
to activate. Light it up with Flashtastix! 
3 assorted LED colors per card. 

#973
$1.00 each / $12.00 Display (12 pc.) 
72 pcs / Carton
Blister Card in Display.

U|xaBAJIEy00973tz]
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DONALD SQUASH & TOSS

Realistic squash and toss looks just like Donald! 
Two assorted styles.

#1550
$2.00 each / $24.00 Display (12 pc.)  
72 pcs / Carton
Net Bag with Header in Display Box.

THE DONALD SPLAT BALL 

Throw Donald against any hard surface and watch 
him go SPLAT! Returns back to its original shape 
to use again and again. Check out his funny little 
arms too! 

#2323 
$1.00 each / $12.00 Pack (12 pc.)  
96 pcs / Carton  
Blister Card.

 

ERASE TRUMP

Hilarious item! Use this 3” tall replica 
of President Trump to erase your errors 
and him off the map!

#1556 
$2.00 each / $24.00 Pack (12 pc.)  
24 pcs / Carton 
Printed Box.

TRUMP POOPER KEYCHAIN

Give this mini Trump a squeeze and  
poop pops out his behind. Too funny!

#1554 
$1.50 each / $36.00 Pack (24 pc.)  
144 pcs / Carton 
Acetate Bin.

 

0 10984 01550 1

0 10984 01554 9

0 10984 01556 3

0 10984 02323 0
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DONALD TOILET PAPER

The perfect gag gift for the ages! Real toilet 
paper with the Donald’s image all over it.  
Three assorted styles.

#1560 
$2.00 each / $24.00 Pack (12 pc.) 
48 pcs / Carton 
Shrink Wrap.

0 10980 01560 4

TISSUE TIME - 
CORONAVIRUS

The perfect gag gift for the ages!   
Real toilet paper with the Coronavirus 
image all over it.

#1566 
$2.00 each / $24.00 Pack (12 pc.) 
48 pcs / Carton  
Printed Box.

TISSUE TIME -  
JOES’S GOTTA GO

The perfect gag gift for the ages! Real 
toilet paper with Joe’s image all 
over it.

#1562 
$2.00 each / $24.00 Pack (12 pc.) 
48 pcs / Carton 
Printed Box.

TISSUE TIME -  
WIPE OUT CORRUPTION

The perfect gag gift for the ages!   
Real toilet paper with politician’s 
images all over it.

#1564 
$2.00 each / $24.00 Pack (12 pc.) 
48 pcs / Carton 
Printed Box.

GREAT DEALS 72



TERMS & CONDITIONS

TO PLACE YOUR ORDER, CALL TOLL FREE  

1 (800) 678-8697 
19180 144th Ave NE

 Woodinville, WA 98072
(425) 482-2836

FAX (425) 482-2842
www.playvisions.com 

sales@playvisions.com

ORDERING & MINIMUMS
• All orders subject to acceptance by

Play Visions, Woodinville, WA.
• All purchase orders must be signed by an

authorized buyer.
• Minimum order ––

     Opening: $100 per shipping destination.
     Reorder: $100 per shipping destination.
Less than minimum orders are subject to a 
$10.00 service charge.

• Play Visions, Inc. requires a completed
and signed credit application on file for all
accounts, regardless of payment terms. Contin-
uation of credit is contingent on keeping an
account current. Credit terms are subject to
change without prior notice.

• In compliance with state laws, Play Visions, Inc.
will require a resale or tax exemption certifi-
cate on file prior to shipment. Please note: we
will not accept a seller’s permit, tax registration
certificate, sales/use tax permit, etc., in lieu of
the signed resale or tax exempt certificate.

• Orders for immediate delivery may not be
cancelled.

• Orders for later delivery must be cancelled
in writing and received by Play Visions 15
days prior to the scheduled ship date. Orders
shipped prior to notification of cancellation are
the responsibility of the customer.

PAYMENT
• Terms are Net 30 days for credit approved

accounts. Otherwise, Visa, Mastercard, Amer-
ican Express or Discover cards are welcome.

• A late charge of 1.5% per month/18% per
annum (or less if restricted by law) will be
charged to all past due invoices and balances.

• If an account is beyond terms, any new orders
received by Play Visions, Inc. will not be
accepted until the account is made current. All

accounts beyond terms will be placed on a hold 
status until they are made current.

• NSF checks are subject to a $25.00 service
charge.

• No authorization for return can be given for
past-due accounts.

• No deductions are allowed on past-due accounts.

FREIGHT TERMS
• Play Visions will use its own contract carrier. If a

different carrier is requested, the customer will be
billed all freight charges incurred.

PRICING
• Prices subject to change without notice.
• Prices in effect at time of shipment shall apply.

BACK ORDERS
• Back orders will be shipped at the same terms as

the original order.
• Back orders under $100 may be cancelled.
• Unless otherwise requested, back orders will be

cancelled after 90 days.

CUSTOMER SERVICE
• Returns for defectives or errors must be autho-

rized in advance.
• A 25% restocking fee is applied to all non-defec-

tive returns, unauthorized shipments and ship-
ment refusals.

• Claims for shortages must be reported within
14 days. Claims for defectives must be reported
within 90 days after receipt of goods.

• All sales are final.

Play Visions product is not to be Re-Sold on Amazon.com.

© 2022 PLAY VISIONS. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.   

NOTICE: Play Visions owns and licenses numerous patents with many additional patents pending in the U.S. and Internationally 
(including China). We take our intellectual property very seriously and will pursue any infringing products in the market. 

Existing Patents:
6,773,328 6,758,769 6,743,072 6,644,819 6,575,585 6,264,574 5,362,067 6,672,932 6,789,911
6,685,531 6,634,918 6,540,577 6,533,638 6,406,302 6,398,617 6,325,690 6,227,929 6,220,917 
D432,191 6,645,101 6,533,637 D158,518

Follow us on social media!
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Montana, Idaho, Wyoming,
Utah, Colorado,

Arizona, New Mexico

DANSON SALES
Heidi Anderson
6437 Willow Broom Trail
Littleton CO 80125
303-904-6011
303-904-6013 fax
dansonsales@aol.com

Vermont, Maine,
New Hampshire,
Massachussets,

Connecticut, Rhode Island

JESA TOY ASSOCIATES
Sandy Russak
767 North Street
Goshen CT 06756
860-491-1159
860-491-1160 fax 
jesatoys@yahoo.com

Texas, Oklahoma,
Arkansas, Louisiana, Kansas

TOYSERVICE SW*
Alison Davenport
2050 N Stemmons Fwy #8400
Dallas TX 75207
214-742-8888
214-698-9605 fax
theshowroom@toyserviceinc.com
www.toyserviceinc.com

CREGGER MARKETING  
Donna Cregger  
621 Badon Hill Drive 
Washington, MO  63090 
636-583-6464 
orders@creggermarketing.com

Kentucky, West Virginia,
Virginia, Tennessee, Georgia

North Carolina, South Carolina,
Mississippi, Alabama,  

New York, Pennsylvania,
New Jersey, Delaware,

Maryland, Washington D.C.

ENCHANTED MOMENTS*   
Tony Davis
AmericasMart
BLDG # 2, Suite 1400
Atlanta, GA 30303
919-263-1433
tony@enchantedmoments.com
www.enchantedmoments.com

California, Nevada, Hawaii

R-BIZ ASSOCIATES
Peter Trouw - Northern CA
315 Cascade Drive
Fairfax CA 94930
415-455-8649
415-223-8900 fax
rbizassoc@gmail.com
www.rbizassociates.com

Jerry Pinsky - Southern CA
1620 Golden Street
Hermosa Beach CA 90254
800-378-6971
888-378-3366 fax
rbiz.south@gte.net

Kathleen Matsumoto – Hawaii
547 Kaiemi Street
Kailua HI 96734
808-595-7718
808-595-7718 fax
Kathleenmatsumoto@gmail.com

San Diego Area
Roxanne Katz
6676 Claremore Avenue
San Diego CA 92120
619-840-1810
619-546-4224 fax
roxanne.rbiz@gmail.com

Missouri

North Dakota, South Dakota,
Nebraska, Minnesota,

Iowa, Wisconsin

KETZ & ASSOCIATES, INC.
Brad Ketz
6468 City West Parkway
Eden Prairie MN 55344
952-932-7148 
952-932-7147 fax
info@ketzassociates.com
www.ketzassociates.com

Michigan, Illinois,
Indiana, Ohio

ROCKET REP
Ryan Pedersen
10 Andover Dr.
Prospect Heights, IL 60070
847-707-2507
info@rocketrep.com

Florida

OPTIONS
Sheila Nessle
PO Box 21927
Chattanooga, TN 37424
800-841-3476
888-841-9390 fax
options@options-st.com
www.options-st.com

  GIFTS 
   Southeast Region 

OPTIONS
Sheila Nessle 
PO Box 21927 
Chattanooga, TN 37424 
800-841-3476 
888-841-9390 fax 
options@options-st.com 
www.options-st.com

Play Visions is proud of our experienced sales staff 
across the country. For help with all your toy needs, 

contact the sales rep nearest you.

Washington, Oregon, Alaska

SUNSHINE SALES NW
800-827-9593 
800-867-7887 FAX
office@sunshinesale.com

* Denotes Showroom

REPS 74






